
Kenting One-Day Excursion (tentative) 

5/20 (Sunday) 

08:30-08:45 Departure from Wenzao  

10:45-12:15 Tea picking in Manzhou Port (滿州港) 

12:30-14:00 Aboriginal styled lunch 

14:00-16:00 Ecological tour to White Banyan Garden (白榕園) 

16:30-16:45 Stroll around on Baisha Bay (白沙灣) 

17:45-18:45 Donggang Seafood dinner   

19:45-20:00 Return to Wenzao  

  

 

Kenting Excursion Detailed Itinerary 
Manchou Port Tea Picking 

From cultivation to production, the tea grown 
by the Gangkou village in southern Taiwan 
has enjoyed a history over one hundred 
years, thus making its business a legend in the 
country. Here, in addition to picking tea 
leaves, hand-dipped and sun-withering tea in 
the tea garden, you can also sample the rich 
taste of tea made by tea master as well as 
enjoy specially made aromatic tea and 
steamed bun.  

 

Aboriginal Styled Lunch  

The Gangkou village is surrounded by a 
unique sea environment, rich ecological 
resources, and longstanding tea culture. In 
recent years, Gangkou has strived to attract 
more tourists with its special foodways. Those 
aboriginal styled dishes are prepared by 
village mothers, who stress the importance of 
making food with healthy, natural, and 
nutritious local ingredients.     

 



White Banyan Garden Ecological Tour 

If you have seen the fantastic journey in Life 
of Pi filmed by Director Ang Lee and wished 
to see those spectacular scenes in person, 
White Banyan Garden is the place. The 
community has done a marvelous job to make 
the place integrate neatly with the local style, 
creating sceneries you must see in person to 
fully experience. This garden truly is an 
example of cooperative community. 

 

Baisha Bay Stroll  
Baisha Bay (23 km from Taiwan Provincial 
Highway 2) is a half-moon shaped natural 
bay which is co-encircled by the mountain of 
Lin and Cape Fukuei. Here, you can stroll 
along the 1 km sidewalk to enjoy the 
landscape which is famous for its white sand 
beach. Other than its beautiful seascape that 
stretches as far as the eye can see, Baisha 
Bay is also a suitable place to have fun in the 
sea with friends and family. It’s truly a place 
to relax yourself completely among the sea 
and people. 

 

Donggang Seafood Dinner  
Donggang Township is famed for the three 
pearls: bluefin tuna, sergestid shrimp, and 
mullet roe. It will take not only tasting these 
foods but also a place that offers cheapest 
prices and most fresh dishes to accomplish a 
worthy trip here. Dapeng Bay’s Precious 
Seafood Restaurant can make such a dreamy 
trip come true as it offers the best seafood at 
a lowest price and numerous options for 
ordering singular and mixed dishes. Its 
seafood is second to none in the area.      

 

 

 

 

 


